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2 hours from starting they were finished. i had a good response to a field test, they were excited by

the novelty of the device. i requested some additional support with wire wrap and not just power
supply for the blue and red systems. i'm happy to report that the blue line went solid, but the red
line is intermittent. i've been able to clear the battery, but it will continue to charge for a couple of
weeks. a long term test on the red line is in progress. what's next? i've started work on the core of
the apps and am preparing for the release of my first product. i think that the road to being self-
sufficient is paved with failure and this experience has been an amazing one. stay tuned for an

announcement on plans for the the second release. thanks for reading robin edit: so far i have had
only one client, and he is very happy with his recently purchased revitup, but i think that with a bit of

work on my part, i could have made it a reality. so thanks to him, i now have a business.[study of
antigenic relationships between six prevalent subtypes of rubella virus strains in china]. a chinese
rubella (rv) vaccine strain, m29 virus, was isolated from a patient in sichuan province in 1989. sera

from rv patients were collected. furthermore, the antigenic and genetic relationship of rv was
compared between m29 virus and chinese rv strains isolated in 1980, 1982, 1983, 1988, 1992 and

2001. neutralization test and complement fixation test were performed to detect rv antibodies.
according to the results, all the 6 prevalent subtypes of chinese rv were antigenically related.ålide

palace ålide palace () was a summer residence of the danish crown prince (later king) frederick ix. it
was located on the banks of the sjælland lakes in vrå, a quarter of copenhagen. history in the last

decades of the 18th century, the palace was constructed as a purpose-built royal residence. during
the summer months, the palace was used for royal receptions, but the prince remained at nyborg
palace during the winter. the palace was built by the royal architect, nicolai eigtved, who had also

built the nyborg palace for the royal family.
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